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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing cn'sis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence orworship: TAJ^-^^ZL/^I [\^M^\^M\5U {^^^-^'
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vitaf housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
ofpeople to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others five
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobet Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed: •^L -^_
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Place of residence or worship: ftH-CA<,tfi^a^ fJ^/-\^\»^J V[\^^ C^rci-
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to p^ ^ '^^^^T
concerning our growing housing crisis that inordinate wealth while 'others ave
expe/s the poor. in abject, deadening poverty." MLK

Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship:.
^r'f(fcc^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended forone group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

l^-/// ^^x.
/ /

Place of residence or worship:. ^WaJ ^^t Ck^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobet Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship: I ^-Z.^ 00. ^^s^ CLp-k -J i& ^e^re^ fc^>^>
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:-<3^.^^A

Place of residence or worship:.
NC;^TH(-^^*> \l'^^7i 6\\^^^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended forone group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
c——:::7^o^C<

Place of residence or worship:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prizespeech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship: J\/j r^ 1 *^ ^ ^•' ^ < s < C^v y^c/1
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
/Voibe/ Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^ ^C^Z^:̂>f
3
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

7

^^^ql. &4^C^<f

Place of residence or worship: ^c, d. €^<\ ^ ^n<, A, ; ^ C^ ^rp ^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Sig ed

Place of residence or worship: ^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous^
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored. ^/g^f.l, t%^L^.--h)r-:

}

Signed:

^7^JWt J?A^^—^
T s

Place of residence or worship:. A^n.^^- Gu^i^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

'_/

Place of residence or worship: Y^C(C^^(^G IV \^n^V\ '4C 0^0 rc/^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing cn'sis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^L- l^- £LIQ'3 LlXJt^Q [Vzf/l^

Place of residence orworship: A/o^-Uw-^ Vitto^ Cl^i^t^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning ourgmwing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartmentof Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

/^. c^-
^

Place of residence or worship:.
{Oor^Llt^/ 0.!^ CL^^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed^ ,
^6<^^^^ ^ fn^e^^^ ^s:

^>»

Place of residence or worship: r^-^^
7 (^^^t.
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others five
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

'^^- /^-^^

Place of residence or worship: ^^^fM Mfnrl<?n> <€
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MIX
Nobel Prize speech

fn particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed;
"t~^M

Place of residence or worship: ^ D^'lr/^dSt . I

[tLW^^ ^^ °fL1^
a^
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to Include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed;
C^>L^^< ^ul^f &^n/-+y^

Place of residence or worship:
^^A.<.A^ U^nncn/'-^ Llh^r^l\^.

01/28/2019
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

(G^K^t^ ^>c^^cJ—

Place of residence or worship: vPc- <^(UK^ ^ C^r

01/28/2019
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vita! housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

0 ^0-

Place of residence or worship: \a^) C^SJL^S^ ^M^^^>^^ d~J ^—
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be Ignored.

Signed: ]
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Place of residence or worship:. l^-v^ 0^ ("/I
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

'^>L^LQ^^^^^yz-A. ^
Place of residence or worship:. ^^c»^/^A7^ Af.̂ yin cm-L/^ ^4'^/
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^L{T^=^. Tit-

Place of residence or worship:, i? ^ $_<< ^L-i ^ /{/U;'4^6 /^ i -t^* C- k J /'c
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous^
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartmentof Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
\

K

/•'--
"^

Place of residence or worship:
ij ad^^<^ /^l^ y/-» ^ o-^i ,}^o
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials'.

/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others ffve
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

ciw /\^^ , ^UA N^l^?S^^

Place of residence or worship: ^^(M^^ ^/v^ IAV\LU ^ C h L-Vc" ^-»,
f^V 1>Y^^ C ^&M^J ^ ^ • <^^
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

YA.»^ i£(

Place of residence or worship: ^c^^e^c^ K&MKO^(^C' C/L./^
^•r^^ CLw.^^ <es^cf ^^ TulW^ ^v^ +-st&.(^)
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vita! housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

C^^Q.fyn^ ^>
/

Place of residence or worship: F?- <^ ^ . ^Y. ^ '2 / ^^i &4 «. f <L^>
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed: A ^

\J
Place of residence or worship: <^ ^ ^ -^ A.- +- \^rr^ $ +- Lr^ ^ ^w^^.
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we Joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship:. IQ i^y^^ A^..c

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous^
inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty."MLK.
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the cityof Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signer

/^1
/

Place of residence or worship: /7 ^ ^c
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
mordinate wealth whiteothers live
m abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signer

.<

Place of residence or worship:: OV^Y^

<p^^^4j^v^ (v^^\w<?v^4 ^ UA^-O
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
/

"h->^-^T^v<L_s--i r^^/^

Place of residence or worshiD:.iGk1^ ^O'L^C^'. — /^^-c^^^fr-
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vita! housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
^(•nrM\A/^ (^}<K^A^.f^^,^^7

Place of residence or worship: ( ^(AH/^ CoWl/VlQ}/1^ ^7-^-2^/
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others five

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^<-^»^*<A-C ^/U.^[

•

Place of residence or worship:.
J^KAtL

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship:. :Ak-' -4i/^ C^^

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:

/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
^

Place of residence or worship: C'\^(kXV\ (^OmmonS ~4^2^

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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w-"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

tf^RsU ^- Tfic- L4£2l

Place of residence or worship:y^^pL ^

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:

/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group of
people to live in Stsperfluous, inofdinate
wealth while others live in object,
deadening poverty." MUf Nobel Prize
speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling Its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
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Place of residence or worship:^^^'__k'S_^̂ -^^^-^^ (h ^Vl
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
Inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

y \ (/

Place of residence or worship: ^1\0t,)

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor ofDr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
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A
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Place of residence or worship: (^ J^^f ^
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^si f,

Place of residence or worship:. P^dd Cn^ ^&r\non f-k/ d^n^-
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^̂*^t'^- 4L^^~?
-JT

Place of residence or worship: ft) f^^^f^. ^^&^^ts^r^!L. ^^^tf-A^
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others five
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed,

'^^- ~>7
/

Place of residence or worship:. ^- '^J
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we Joined together to pray ^ ^ '^^^XT
concerning our growing housing crisis that inordinate wealth while others tive
expels the poor. in abject, deadening poverty." MLK

Nobet Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

^—S<9Qed:

^ j^ dj^^- a-<^ (^v.^ /^L6'^-^

Place of residence or worship:.
F.J/STL
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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n."God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth white others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship:.
^^<

01/28/2019
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,

/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

^ k

^

4
Place of residence or worship:.

a-°{[ tv M^^^\-r-^^(
^-^^(-Y^
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expels the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signer

Place of residence or worship: LOS ftvz^Q/U^ / Oft -
Lo& A^-t-L^"chv^h
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees and
Pasadena City Officials:
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/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live
in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:
0

y^

Place of residence or worship:. (6(Mli^^^^U^
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A Letter to Fuller Trustees anct
Pasadena City Officials:

/ am writing as a person of faith who has
taken part in a prayer vigil at Chang
Common on the Fuller Campus on
January 21, 2019. In honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, we joined together to pray
concerning our growing housing crisis that
expe/s the poor.
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"God never intended for one group
of people to live in superfluous,
inordinate wealth while others live

in abject, deadening poverty." MLK
Nobel Prize speech

In particular, the city of Pasadena made a vital housing
agreement designating Chang Commons apartment of Fuller
Seminary to include 169 affordable units in perpetuity. Now that
Fuller is selling its campus, we pray for this affordable housing
agreement to be honored.

Signed:

Place of residence or worship: I ^ S^i <^^A H<3MA 0 A ' ^ (^
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